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So these Monday evenings that I've been here last few weeks, given this series of talks on what's 
called the four foundations of mindfulness. And I've presented this practice as a journey, and a journey 
that goes inward. And in the ancient Indian tradition, and meditation is often presented as a journey of 
withdrawal, where you withdraw from the external sensory, sensory world, the world of activities and 
concerns and plans for the future and regrets from the past. And you let your attention your senses kind
of be redirected away from the world and into your subjective experience your inner world here, what's 
here. And then as you do that, it's an inward journey. And as you settle and relax with that, Step by step
you go inward to the depths of our being, to eventually to where the operating system resides. And 
once you can get down there to the operating system and start actually see some of the subtle choices,
some of the subtle ways in which the mind operates, then it's possible to liberate the mind. And subtle 
doesn't mean inconsequential, subtle means that so often the very foundation of the whole edifice of, of
how we live our lives and see ourselves and see the world. And so another way of saying that it's a 
process of calming down, quieting the mind enough, that quiet mind you can actually see what's going 
on in the mind or the heart. So this journey inward begins, in the instruction, classic instruction the 
Buddha gave on first sitting down under a tree or an empty room and sitting up Right, and establishing 
awareness here present for oneself. And as one is aware, one directs one's attention to one's 
breathing. And with awareness when we breathe in with awareness one breathes out. And the idea of 
now returning into our inner physiological process of breathing, rather than being connected to the 
world. And we're starting to settle and focus and concentrate the mind. And to gather it here and simple 
experience of being present here now. And then it says that as you begin feeling your uses, calming 
down and connecting to your breathing, then the meditator is to feel one's whole body. And the word 
that's used for the body is literally means bodily formations. And bodily formations means that part of 
your body, your physical experience, which you experience as a consequence of what you've done with
your mind. So if you have been really tense all day and you sit down to meditate, you'll feel tension in 
your shoulders. And that tension the shoulder is called a physical formations. It's a physical experience 
has been formed by how your activity of your mind. And there's many, many of our physiological first 
encounter as we sit down to meditate, we first encounter the tension, the holding patterns, the various 
things that are held in our body because of kind of our mental activity. And then the Buddha says it 
once you become aware of that, then relax. Isn't that nice instruction. So, first, be aware of your 
breathing and then feel your feel how you are and relax your bodily formations, relaxed attention in your
body. As as you begin to relax and settle in. Starting to have a greater intimacy with your embodied 
experience, your physical being what it's like to be here. And Buddhist spirituality puts a tremendous 
emphasis on being grounded in your body, feeling your body experience your life through your body, 
which is for some people is quite foreign to their experience because there are so much in their 
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thoughts in their heads in the past the future and plans and activities, that the body is kind of incidental. 
And but to really be centered and grounded, is one of the great vehicles to liberation, to depth of 
experience to really be connected to sense of intimacy, to spirituality.

As we do that, settle into the body deeper and deeper. Then, what's considered in this journey deeper 
than the experience of the body itself, is how through the body, you experience simple things like what's
pleasant and what's unpleasant. And you start becoming aware of what's comfortable and 
uncomfortable in the body in a deeper way. And the instructions are to just be aware of it, to not react to
it, to not judge it to not before against it and to train the mind. To learn how to have the equanimity or 
the balance, or the poise, or the freedom to just feel that what's pleasant and unpleasant, in and of itself
without making it any more complicated than that. Some people protest, I'm going to fix it, it should be 
better, I should hold on to it. But there's some this deepening of intimacy with oneself happens better. If 
we're nonreactive to what's here, or a lot how I like to say it. When things are uncomfortable. We learn 
to be comfortable with discomfort. We're there to be at ease with things being uncomfortable. And we 
learn not to chase after what's pleasant and nice. But the experience of pleasant, pleasant and 
unpleasant because we settled in differentiates itself to two kinds of pleasure and displeasure, typical, 
comfortable or uncomfortable sensations in the body. There are those sensations that have to do with 
how we've been living our lives, again, like the bodily formations, how we've been connected to the 
external sensory, we're And there's that those sensations that arise more deeply, from deep deep within
because of how the mind operates. And their experience there's, there's nothing happens in the outer 
world that stimulates those feelings of inner pleasure, inner discomfort, pain, but we can feel that 
they're they're independent of what's happening around us. As we settled in, the more deeply then this 
journey in goes to what I call the next step, and this is the topic for today is called the heart. Some 
people translated as the mind the word is citta. And shit. In ancient language, some means heart. And if
you ask, like if you go to Burma and you ask someone, where's your mind? They point to their heart 
point right here. Many times in the West Yes, as someone where your mind is and they'll go like here, or
I don't know. And But anyway, At the heart. And so I like to call it so. So then we start becoming aware 
at some point have you settled in something deeper than even the pleasant and unpleasant, but the 
inner quality of our inner life, and the quality of your inner life is one of the most precious resources we 
have. The Buddhas in particular often talks about, that your real wealth resides inside in your heart. And
when there's joy and happiness and love, compassion, peace in the heart, those are real wealth. And 
those are portable and you're not going to lose them in conventional ways when the stock market 
drops. The hope so what what happens as we do this journey inward at some point what we become 
aware of, is the quality of what it feels like in the heart or in our mind, or to say it a different way this or 
the state of Harker the state of mind that we are in or to say that you in a different way. If we're spinning
around in the thoughts, thoughts about whatever we can think about past future plans, fantasy, desires, 
aversions. It's very easy to be caught up in the content and the concerns of the thoughts. But not notice
the underlying mood. That's the that's the source of those thoughts. And often it's an underlying mood 
that colors how we think sometimes even fuels how we think. And to begin to do this journey inward, we
just like to quiet the thoughts enough and redirect the focus away from thoughts to what's deeper. At 
some point we start noticing that these deeper moods the deeper us way of attitude, the deeper 
atmosphere, of the mind, the atmosphere of the heart, that colors everything or colors or of things. And 
this, this so that this is getting into some, you know, this is where the kind of the crux of happiness and 
unhappiness resides. This is where we're getting down to the place where real inner freedom can be 
discovered. It's not going to be discovered by chasing around your thoughts and having better 
thoughts. It's really a matter of heart and mind. So, as so then the text talks about then becoming aware
of what's going on in your heart in your depth of your mind.
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And it does so in a variety of ways. It starts off by talking, but it does make a fundamental division of 
what you can see there. And that division is those states of mind which are unhealthy to have those 
states of mind, which are good, which are I don't know if I want to use that word hard. But those states 
of mind that the Buddhist tradition uses the word unskillful, but are unhelpful and you can feel they're 
unhelpful. They're not so good to have, they're kind of painful to have, they're a drag to have, they're 
stressful to have, versus those states of mind, which are skillful, those states of mind which are helpful, 
those states of mind which are onward leading to greater Inner Wealth, those states of mind that bring 
benefit to us. And so it makes this distinction. And then it lists it lists some of the states of mind that are 
unskillful that you can become aware of. And these are lust. Anger, probably the word and maybe it's 
more like hostility than anger. So lust, hostility, delusion and distraction. controller actually says like, it's 
like your two things are contracted mind and a distracted mind. So when you're caught in the grip of 
lust, and you really are tuned in, you've done this inner we're not to no longer, you know, fixated on the 
object of lust or fixated on the pleasure you have or you think you might have with it. The very 
movement of lust is actually an uncomfortable drive feeling in the mind. If you're really settled and calm 
and relaxed, you'll feel how it's a kind of an irritant. It's kind of like rubs you the wrong way. There's 
involves a contraction or agitation that doesn't feel good, doesn't. And not only doesn't feel good, it's 
unskillful. And that is not helpful for experiencing greater peace and well being and satisfaction. If not a 
few people have chased after the object or their lust, and found that even though there were certain 
kinds of satisfaction, it didn't really provide some deep inner sense of well being and connectedness. 
So the idea is to recognize this and what's significant about the instructions here is that says absolutely 
nothing about judging it. It says absolutely nothing about that. It's it You shouldn't, that you shouldn't 
have it. All it says is, you should recognize it, recognize it for what it is. And this is a very important part 
of the training and mindfulness is to learn how to be present for our experience, without being for or 
against it, to become at ease, even if it looks unhelpful to have it and you'd rather wasn't there. Or if you
want it to be there, again, you don't try to get involved, just allow it to be there. This is the cultivation of 
clear seeing. Just see it for what it is and step back and let it be there. Not to identify with it many times 
we identify, we, we we think that it represents us or defines us in some way. And so that's part of the 
getting caught in it. But the clear seeing is to step back and see Oh, here is a mind that's, that's 
characterized by lust, and get curious, this is what it's like to feel that can be with it. It's also good to 
know when the mind is not caught in lust or when it's not hostile or when it's not diluted or it's not 
contracted or distracted. To see the difference between this switch. As we start seeing the difference 
between minds which are contracted, and our free minds that are diluted and not diluted, we start 
seeing that there's a qualitative difference in different attitudes or states of mind that we can have. And 
this and seeing the qualitative difference just gives us kind of a wedge in our experience to begin then 
later in the next set of instructions to start seeing what is it that the mind does that elicits, that evoke 
particular states of mind. If you if you think it's sorry, if in whatever state your mind is solid and 
unchanging, maybe just take it for granted. This is the way things have to be said it's the law of the 
universe that you should be this way grumpy today. 

But if you could actually start noticing Clearly, the, how the mind moves from being angry to not being 
angry from being caught in desire and not being caught, and really have a visceral kind of felt sense 
experience of the difference, then you can start looking more deeply into how all this stuff operates. The
instructions on what's called the fourth third foundation of mindfulness on mind states, the quality of the 
heart, also, is included includes instructions on a whole series of skillful states of mind. Helpful states of
mind and it's something that's called an exalted state of mind, and exalted. I like to just call it big mind 
that as the mind gets more relaxed awareness opens up, awareness starts feeling expansive. If you're 
really preoccupied by something really concerned about something, it's quite quite remarkable to feel 
how contracted the mind gets. And many people who live in a chronically contracted mind will take it as 
a normal state and not even know their mind is contracted or narrow or tight. And one of the 
advantages of this meditation practice is as we relax and open up and start stop being preoccupied is 
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that that the experience of awareness starts opening up, and it no longer is narrower or contracted, or 
tight, but rather become soft and relaxed and open and expanded. And so much so that some meditator
though some people feel That awareness has no boundaries, it seems to just radiate out and become 
as big as the room or even bigger. That's the felt sense experience where there is or isn't, that's 
irrelevant, but just feels feels really good to have the minds kind of, you know, open and spacious, 
spacious mind. So to recognize now their mind is spacious or expanded. And then to notice that the 
mind is liberated it's no longer caught in what it was caught in and not liberated, you know, with big 
capital L liberation, but just in a small ways that you were caught by something. And now you feel the 
mind is not caught, it's liberated. And so you feel that kind of ease or openness or looseness that that 
comes when you're no longer grasping or clinging to something there. So, to know these differences, to
know these different states of mind is considered very important. And then also to know That even if 
you have some really great meditative states of mind, to have a clear sense that they're even better 
ones, or there's greater experience of peace, or stillness, or joy that can come. So you see what's 
there. You see the state you're in. But you're also very carefully don't settle on that as being the final 
story. You know, try not to get attached to those states, but built into the experience. If you're tuning in 
carefully, the sense Oh, yes, this is great. And there's more. there's a there's a kind of like if you roll the 
ball down the hill, and then you run next to the ball and put your hand next to the ball and stop it from 
rolling any further. You know that the ball, there's more to the ball going downhill, all you have to do is 
release your hand the ball keep rolling. So the same thing with a mind as the mind begins to move 
towards deeper and deeper states of peace. Or you can get a sense of different levels of peace. And 
you get a sense that now you're at this point. But if there's released a little bit more, the mind will keep 
rolling down. That's the nature of the state you're in. So it feels like it's a, it's an innate almost biological 
movement that's going on. I like the word biological because it's, it seems like just built into the 
structure of the mind. Some of these movements are deeper and deeper states. If you get out of the 
way, if you kind of create the right conditions for it, it's what the mind wants to do. I kind of believe that 
there's kind of a biological imperative to freedom in the mind. Because the reason for that imperative or 
that feeling that that like a longing for freedom and peace that exists in the heart and the mind is the 
because the alternative for the mind being free is to be working. Mind in the mind That's not free is 
working is active is busy. 

And it's not, you know, the mind wants a vacation. It's just kind of natural, right. And so finally, you 
know, finally, he finally gets a final deep break from all the incessant activity and churning away. And 
probably some of you have seen this. When you first entered, maybe the first times you sat down to 
meditate that you were amazed at how busy your mind was, and how it had a mind of its own and 
wouldn't stop thinking. But slowly, as people meditate, the mind quiets down, and you don't need to 
think so much. And so and so there's this movement towards greater peace, that just a biological Matter
of fact thing just built in since I'm seemingly built into the system, that if you stop spinning, the top, the 
top comes and stops. But if you take the wheel top and keep spinning it It'll keep spinning and spinning 
and spinning as long as you keep pushing it right. But if you take little spinning top and let leave it leave
it alone. it'll eventually come and stop and come to be still. So the mind also that your top in America 
the tops of nines up here right so then you speak keeps we keep spinning it we keep thinking about 
things in reacting to things or leave it alone then the mind will settle. So, the quality of your inner life this
ancient instructions lists some possible things you can you can experience. But what is it for you? If you
really tune in to yourself, get quiet, maybe close your eyes and feel yourself from the inside out and ask
yourself, what's the quality of what I feel in there? The inner sense felt sense of your being your 
beingness what's the quality of that is a quality what you feel like when you tune in And really feel 
yourself that that feels comfortable, that feels nice, it feels welcoming, it feels peaceful, it's feel 
satisfying, or is it agitated? Is it anxious? Is it churning away and spinning and tight and contracted? 
How does it feel in there? What's going on there? And are you able to hold it with kindness you will hold
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it to kindness spaciously with mindful, just be aware, this is how it is not react to it further. This 
movement towards greater peace and stillness is sometimes described in spiritual circles as a 
movement to increasing states of simply being. Just being a no not doing so much anymore. And just 
allowing yourself allowing yourself just to be but one of the little secrets one of the little kind Have tricks 
of the trade here. And that's very important is that in order to just be, you have to first have to be 
yourself, then nice to do this practice practice of meditation, you have to be yourself first. And so it 
means that all of who you are all that your history, your past your influences on your life, your cultural 
background, your family background, your you know, we all of us have our unique experiences, all of us
have similar experiences, but all of it is allowed. Meditation is one of the great places where you close 
your eyes and you're allowed to be just as you as you are. And in a complicated society, we get all 
kinds of mixed messages about who we are. And sometimes elements are certain certain segments of 
our society thinks that we're great other elements of society think that we not so great And in the course
of my lifetime has been fun to watch the people who have been you know what to say critical of me and
people who have been happy with me and how it shifts and changes over different ages and times and 
quite something to watch you know, I seem like I don't change but like the world around changes or like
when so and I used to be hippy long here probably hate them all along here and most people here 
women here long hair and go t hitchhiking around the country is like taking hippies did back then in the 
old days, ancient days. And there were certain people who wouldn't talk to me wouldn't sit next to me. I 
just feel that, you know, the hostility towards me and then I became as Then priest and shake my head. 
And then the same people are hostile to me when my friends

anyway, so I can tell you lots of stories but anyway, about you know, the shifting the shifting 
relationship. That's how people have seen me and it's probably true for many of you, depending and 
certain, you know, societies are so complicated and how we see each other and relate to each other 
and are not nice to each other and prejudice and all kinds of things. And then we have what's you know,
where we think we're supposed to be and how we're not supposed to be and what we're willing to share
with others and not share with others. It's so complicated. Meditation is one of the great places in life 
where you're allowed to be completely as you are. There's no need to no need to be inhibited about 
yourself. No need to judge yourself. There's no need to pretend there's no need to deny. You're allowed
to kind of sit down and just be yourself. It's a safe place to be yourself completely, because you're not 
going to move. You're not going to say anything. So and that to relax and settle in and just be yourself 
as you are independent of all the social messages we have, is a great thing. And then so you have to 
be yourself. And this whole process of going inward is a process of letting yourself be and be yourself 
as you are. And at first, it might be very uncomfortable because of all the messages we still carry and 
all the desires and agendas we have and judgments that we have about what should and shouldn't be. 
And that's all the kind of that's all the business, the activity of the mind, the work of the mind that's 
working and working and working. And oddly enough, some people when they sit down to meditate, feel
that's boring. That's not odd. That's normal. Sometimes sooner or later, you'll be bored and meditation. 
But what's what's really odd or what's really remarkable, is that boredom itself is an activity of the mind. 
It just the mind being busy with another kind of thing going on. And if you let the mind get quiet and You 
know, nothing's boring. There's no boredom and a mind that's at peace. Because you have to leave 
your piece to think about things and react to things never attitude about things to be bored, which is an 
activity, your mind is working. So you get to be yourself. And then you settle and become aware of 
what's here. In this experience of self, in the midst of who you are, no denying, letting the what's there 
show itself to be there fully. And for some people, it's very freeing to allow repressed thoughts, feelings, 
emotions, energies, to finally have a chance to be there and show themselves to open and one of the 
one of the nice kind of silly, symbolic things is the way the Buddha statue is depicted. It's someone who 
sits upright and straight with a chest open, meaning that there's a dignity and willingness to let 
whatever is here to be But then we experience it all, experience it in the body, feel the body, we 
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experience what's the pleasant and unpleasant so if at all, it's okay. And then we experience the what's 
deeper than that, which is the inner quality of our lives. And sometimes when we really tune in to feel 
the inner quality, the inner mood, the attitude, the atmosphere that's in the inside, it doesn't feel good. 
It's not nice. Sometimes it's very conflicted or divided or, or sometimes it's very, you know, it's been 
wounded, deep ways, by society in ways with experience. And so we have to have some wisdom about
how to relate to that and be with it. Sometimes it requires a lot of compassion and care. Sometimes it 
requires the companionship of other people to help be with us. As we be with ourselves. Personally, it 
was very hard to do it for oneself. But sooner or later, one of the Great movements in this meditation 
tradition is to learn to hold how you are in the depths of your being, with kindness, with openness, and 
the image that I like, is you come under, come from underneath your heart, your good heart, your 
painful heart, and just hold it with your hands. And let your Let your heart whatever difficult there to be 
held by your awareness held by your hands just kind of like you would pick up. Maybe a little bird that's 
falling is hurt us hold it there, or a friend who's maybe you'd pick up your friend's hand just hold your 
friends hand, the company, your friend, so to be your own friend and hold what's there. And that will 
allow the mind to begin to relax just like your friend. If you hold your friend's hand, your friend who's 
tense maybe begins to relax. And so this movement of relaxation, this movement of quieting the mind 
this movement of the heart getting settled is an important part of meditation.

And part of the way this process which is supported by is to beginning to tune in to the quality of the 
mind, the quality of the heart. Is there lust is is there driven. So is there a desire that's driving you? Is 
there hostility? Is there aversion? Is there kind of ill will. I don't like this is terrible. That's kind of deeper 
than just a simple move and thought of ill will but almost like a mood. Is there a delusion? What's the 
mood or the delusion? I'm not sure how to describe that. Is the mind contracted? There's a heart 
contracted and pulled in on itself. Is it distracted? is a fragment that is a jumping around all over. Is the 
mind getting concentrated? Is it getting settled? Is it getting unified? Is the mind feeling expansive? This
is a feeling of space spaciousness and The heart is the mind is the mind feeling liberated, is returning 
feeling. Now finally, I'm easing up and loosening up. This is what it's like to have ease and loosening up
and relief from the clinging and grasping. So all these things are good to see. And all these things are 
good to see in a nonreactive no agenda way to see it just to be with it to be with yourself in this deeper, 
deeper way. And as you can be with it and see it and feel it and experience it and make space for it and
get familiar with it deeper, deeper ways. Then you'd be ready for what's called the fourth foundation of 
mindfulness. And this is where you start seeing how the mind is. works around its impulses towards 
desire. Its impulses towards clinging, impulses towards creating a self identity around experience. How 
the mind works that as you let go, beautiful qualities of mind begin to surface and arise. And some of 
the beautiful qualities that are specifically mentioned in this deepening process are wonderful 
experience of clear mindfulness. It's one of the great treasures to be really mindful in a clear, settled 
way, the wonderful experience of what's called investigation, curiosity, looking more deeply being 
interested. The wonderful experience of effort, engagement, really feeling engaged in the process of 
being here that is easeful the wonderful feeling of joy that can arise to experiences of profound 
tranquility, experiencing every deepening concentration, and experiences of equanimity. These are 
called the seven factors of awakening. And the last thing that's mentioned that is a term of seeing the 
operating principle is the very essence What for many people the essence of Buddhism the essence of 
what leads to liberation. So it really helps the mind is really quiet. Really still, because of the mind is 
really still peaceful quiet, kind of like a very still quiet maybe Alpine lake. You know there's not a when 
there's not a ripple on the lake. And if you take a pebble and throw it into that lake, you clearly see the 
splash and the ripples going out. But if the if the lake is all churned up with wind, and there's waves and
currents and whitewash and on top, you know, you throw a pebble in you don't even see the splash, let 
alone the ripples that go out. You don't see the effect, but the mind is really quiet and peaceful still. 
Then you can notice that that when you clutch the mind when you grasp on something in your mind 
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when you have an idea or a thought, or an impulse or a feeling, and you grab it with the mind you cling 
to it in the mind that that hurts. And when you see clearly that the clinging itself, the grabbing itself is 
painful, so unsatisfactory that it causes suffering. Then you'll ask yourself, why bother? Maybe I don't 
need to do that. And you may be let go. And the suffering you had from that clinging will cease as you 
let go. And you have the experience of freedom from that clinging and ease from that clinging and when
you see in the still quiet of your mind, the mind moving towards getting attached to some of the 
Fundamental attachments you have, clinging to self,

clinging to relationships, clinging to success and failure, clinging to identity, clinging to wealth and 
money and houses and clinging to life itself. You see, we know, as good as some of those things are, 
the movement of clinging is actually hurts. Why? You know, why would I bother? Why would I do that, 
when I have this better thing going on, I have this piece and to see it possible, let go and let go. And at 
some point, as this practice deepens, we come to a juncture where it becomes it's kind of like, if you 
know, if you climb a mountain, it's hard work to get up. When you get down the other side. It's easy to 
Come down the other way. Like if you bike up the hill, it's a lot of work but then US Coast down. At 
some point, the years you're going up the mountain of practice, the forces of clinging and grasping, are 
really strong. And it's I have to work against them not to give in to them. But at some point, you come to
a juncture, when you the other side, and it's in what the momentum the gravitational force is towards 
freedom to not clinging. And that's what feels the right thing. That's the biological imperative to let go. 
And at some point, it just seems like that's just equipment, the natural thing to do is not to cling not to 
hold. And then you'll learn that you can still take care of your life, and you still take care of all the things 
that you need to do without having to cling to anything. Isn't that nice? Some people worry they stop 
clinging, they won't be able to take care of their life. to actually take care of it better if you don't clean so
there's four foundations of mindfulness can be seen as a path, a journey inward. You start with being 
who you are, then you experience you turn in experience yourself physically, the more deeply, feeling 
tones are pleasant and unpleasant, more deeply, you start experiencing the inner quality of being of 
how you feel on the inside. And then as you get quieter still and more mindful, then you start seeing 
some of the operating principles operating. And the fundamental one that is helpful, most helpful is 
when the mind is very quiet, is to actually see that, that you have a choice about whether or not to pick 
up and cling to some of the things that you always thought, were just inherent to your life, that you 
always had to be this way, cling to these things. But you can you can put them down and at the mind, 
come to a profound sense of rest that I like into The heart coming home to itself. The heart comes to 
rest in itself. So I, I've talked about this in it for about 40 minutes. Don't go home and think you can do it
overnight. And you'll just suffer more. But, but it's a process of just being present for what is and 
cultivating the mindfulness and over time slowly, slowly. This is the direction it's going. And I hope that 
one day, you'll have the experience of your heart, completely addressed in itself settled in a peace, the 
heart at peace with itself. Thank you
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